
By Meshaal Al-Enezi and A Saleh

KUWAIT: Responding to Iraqi minister of interior
Qassim Al-Aaraji’s announcement that he had asked his
Kuwaiti counterpart Sheikh Khaled Al-Jarrah Al-Sabah
to allow the entry of Iraqi fans to attend their national
team’s matches at the 23rd Arabian Gulf Cup, MP
Mohammad Barrak Al-Mutair rejected the idea, send-
ing a ‘Tweet’ in which he called upon Kuwait’s govern-
ment not to open the borders for security reasons, tak-
ing into consideration the deteriorated security situa-
tions in Iraq and the possibility that terrorists might
infiltrate along with the fans.  

Recruitment
MP Khalil Al-Saleh called on local authorities to meet

their Indonesian counterparts’ demands with regards to
domestic helpers’ status, in order to resume the recruit-
ment of Indonesian domestic workers into Kuwait. The
lawmaker explained in a statement that the recruitment
of domestic helpers from Indonesia was suspended over
special regulations and conditions for providing Kuwait
with domestic helpers, including a minimum monthly
salary of KD 100 to be directly deducted from spon-
sors’ accounts, in addition to other penal measures.
Saleh urged the foreign ministry and the Kuwait Fund
for Arab Economic Development to work hard on
resuming the provision of Indonesian laborers to help
cut down the recruitment cost to only KD 300. Saleh
stressed that India and the Philippines now prefer send-
ing laborers to Europe and America, especially educat-
ed ones who receive up to $1,000 monthly. Getting
laborers from African countries that know little about
our traditions is too dangerous and many of them have
been involved in crimes and murders.

Water security
Responding to an inquiry made by MP Majed Al-

Mutairi, the Ministry of Electricity and Water (MEW)
denied intentions to import fresh water from outside,
and stressed that constant studies were in progress to
find various water resources that would help achieve
water security. The ministry explained that a local com-
pany had proposed importing water, but no decision
was made. The proposal might be taken into considera-
tion if feasibility studies show that the cost of importing
water is less that producing water locally through
desalination.

Overdue allowances
MP Mohammed Al-Howailah demanded undoing the

Civil Service Commission’s (CSC) decision on cutting
down the salaries of doctors dispatched on scholar-
ships and demanded paying all scholarship students
overdue allowances. Howailah stressed that it was
unacceptable to make such decisions “that will nega-
tively affect scholarship students,” and called for pro-
viding them with the most suitable atmosphere to help
them achieve success. Howailah stressed that dis-
patched scholars had their own financial obligations
and reminded that His Highness the Amir had called for
supporting youth studying abroad to make things easi-
er for them instead of distracting them between focus-
ing on their studies and enduring the burdens of the
high cost of living. Howailah called the Ministry of
Higher Education to investigate the reasons behind
delaying dispatched scholars’ allowances and called for

forming a special committee to review rises in the cost
of living in the countries where those scholars are dis-
patched to look into increasing their allowances
accordingly. 

Progressive Movement 
The Kuwait Progressive Bloc recently announced

changing its name to Kuwait Progressive Movement in
view of the changes that took place over the past seven
years since the bloc was founded. 

Live ammunition drill
Kuwait Army Moral Guidance Directorate

announced that marine forces will conduct a live
ammunition drill on January 3 and 4, 2018 from 7:00 am
till 5:00 pm in the marine area located 16.5 miles off
Jelai’a Cape all the way to Garouh island and the area
located 6 miles off eastern Zour Cape all the way to Um
Al-Maradem island. Thus, all fishermen and picnickers
are advised to stay away from the designated areas. 

Railway project
The Ministry of Public Works (MPW) stressed that

the railway project will not be offered for bidding until
all obstacles along its route were removed. MPW
added that the project’s initial feasibility study was
made by Ernst & Young (financial advisors), Atkins

(technical advisors) and Ashort as legal advisors in 2012
before another one was made in 2016 under the super-
vision of the Kuwait Authority for Partnership Projects
(KAPP). MPW added that the Public Authority for
Agricultural Affairs and Fish Resources (PAAAFR) and
the Ministry of Services were contacted to locate and
remove route obstacles.  

Roads Authority
The Public Authority for Roads and Land Transport’s

Deputy Chairman Soud Al-Naqi said that the authority
held a meeting two weeks ago with officials from the
Ministry of Interior (MOI) and parliamentary financial
affairs committee to discuss the departments that will
be transferred from MOI to the authority. Naqi said
that a meeting will be held following the new year
vacation with chairman Ahmed Al-Hessan to discuss
the authority’s strategy to focus on mega projects such
as that of the railway. 

Small businesses
The Ministry of Commerce and Industry intends to

increase the number of activities included in the small
business projects to 60, including food and catering,
said informed sources, noting that coordination with
the food authority and Kuwait municipality is in
progress to monitor and inspect such activities. 
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Lawmaker demands restrictions on
Iraqi fans’ entry for security reasons
MP calls for cooperation to open Indonesian helpers’ recruitment

Cable thieves
confess to
nine robberies
By Hanan Al-Saadoun and Agencies

KUWAIT: Power cables thieves who were arrested
earlier while attempting to steal from Ardhiya W sta-
tion, led officers to nine other locations where thefts
were committed. Relations and security information
department at the Interior Ministry said the stations
that were subjected to thefts are: Ferdous area station
M, Nahda area state C, Sulaibkhat area station D,
Yarmouk area station A, South Surra-Siddiq area sta-
tion A, Ardiya residential area station C, Sabah Al-
Nasser area station D, Jahra - Qasar area station M
and Nahda - Sulaibkhat area station E. The statement
explains that the suspects sold stolen material to a
store run by two Iranians, who were arrested after
police raided their store.

No injuries in fires
Firemen dealt with a fire that started in a carpenter

shop at the basement of a five-storey building in Jleeb
Al-Shuyoukh. The building was evacuated and the fire
was put out. No injuries were reported, Kuwait Fire
Services Directorate Public Relations and Information
Department said in a statement. Separately, Shuwaikh
and Shuhada fire stations’ men responded to a fire
that started on the rooftop of a coal factory in
Shuwaikh industrial area. The flames were kept from
spreading, and losses were limited to materials only.

Twitter restrictions
The government is working on preparing legal rules

to regulate Twitter posts, which will apply on personal
accounts, websites or applications that appear daily
and are not covered by the e-publications law. The
expected government rules will take into considera-
tion important restrictions, laws and official bans by
Twitter, Al-Anbaa reported. The restrictions will also
include the following: Users are not allowed to imper-
sonate others for any purpose, as such acts misguide
others and deceive them; Users are not allowed to

have more than one account in order to sabotage or
influence opinions of others; Words or expressions
that carry threats are not allowed as well as verbal
offenses when dealing with others; Sharing of person-
al or confidential data such as credit card numbers is
not allowed even with approval from the person;
Pornographic material is not allowed in personal pho-
tographs that appear in the background or even in the
headline; Twitter is not to be used for disturbing or
attacking others.

Smuggling foiled
Kuwait International Airport customs officers foiled

an Asian man’s attempt to smuggle nearly eight kilo-
grams of marijuana into the country. Director General
of the Customs Directorate Jamal Al-Jalawi said the
inspection systems noticed foreign objects in the sus-
pect’s luggage so it was searched manually and drugs
were found. Separately, Drugs Control General
Department (DCGD) officers found eight drums of
250 thousand Captagon tablets on the coastline of
Failaka Island. Police was informed by a citizen
regarding the drums.

Intruder arrested
An Iraqi man stormed into the house of a Kuwaiti

family in Saad Al-Abdullah while under the influence
of drugs. The incident took place when police found
the suspect in an abnormal condition inside a stolen
car without an ID. To escape police, the man ran into a
house, scaring its residents. The intruder was arrested
after fierce resistance and was identified as an ex-
convict who served jail time in several drugs offences,
and the car he was driving was stolen from Ardhiya in
2009. He was sent to concerned authorities.

Reckless driving
A Kuwaiti teenager was chased and arrested for

reckless driving and driving without license. He was
sent to concerned authorities and the car was
impounded.

Thefts
Farwaniya detectives arrested a domestic helper for

stealing from her employer. The employer filed a com-
plaint about a stolen diamond jewelry with an estimat-
ed value of KD 9,000. The Filipina domestic helper
confessed to the theft and the jewelry was returned to
the owner. 

Local newspapers recently published an alarming
report on expatriate loans in Kuwait. The report
revealed, quoting banking sources, that some banks
have tightened the terms of granting personal loans
in recent months, especially to expatriates, who
number more than 1.1 million employees! The report
mentioned that some banks have doubled the mini-
mum salary requirement for consumer loans. One of
the banks requires that the monthly salary for per-
sonal loans for private sector employees should be
around KD 650 to KD 800. The average salary con-
dition in other banks is around KD 400, while one or
two banks are still granting loans to expats with
salaries ranging from KD 250 to KD 300, but on
very strict terms.

According to the new strict regulations, the per-
centage of expatriates working in the private sector
‘unqualified’ to obtain loans can be higher than
before. The report also stated that the proportion of
expatriates working in the private sector whose
monthly wages are less than KD 180 is 59.29 per-
cent, while the proportion of those earning between
KD 180 and KD 360 is about 24 percent. Those with
monthly wages of KD 360 or higher total 16.51 per-
cent, while workers with monthly wages of KD 420
or more form 14 percent of the workforce.

I know that most banks internationally refuse to
give credit to small wage earners on the grounds
that the risks of financing are very high, especially
since it is not expected that the bank will benefit
from the service provided to them or get high
returns. I know that banks have the right to protect
their financial interests and that of their customers,
and identify the segments that could be of benefit to
the bank. But this behavior can lead to a reduction in
the number of beneficiaries of personal credit in the
future. The banks claim that they want guarantees of
regularity in payments, and are concerned that an
expat borrower might be exposed to sudden admin-
istrative deportation and the bank will lose its mon-
ey. This is possible, but how many expat borrowers
fall into this category? It could happen to anyone,
even those with high incomes. 

I see other concerns here. For example, I can’t
receive a loan to buy a car, because a loan from a
bank can only be used to buy a house or renovate
one. But this disregards the local community’s needs
in Kuwait, because you may need a loan for your
child’s wedding, or to buy a car for your family or
even take your spouse for medical treatment over-
seas. I should get a small loan as long as I have the
adequate and appropriate guarantees for repay-
ment. This is my opinion. 

This approach by the banks and any new meas-
ures will not stop people from applying for loans,
but it encourages the spread of so-called cashing
companies. People fall victim to the greed of these
loan sharks. Borrowers are not protected, and this
remains worrying for all. A review of this issue is
required on humanitarian and financial grounds,
especially with the large number of expatriates in
Kuwait. I think establishing a new small financial
portfolio for these borrowers - whether citizens or
expatriates - with some conditions can be of help
and ensure all parities’ interests are secured.

Expat loans 
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KUWAIT: Iraq’s starting eleven pose for a group picture ahead of the 2017 Gulf Cup of Nations football match between
Iraq and Yemen at the Kuwait Stadium in Kuwait City on December 29, 2017. — Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat


